Décor DC257

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Two products only.

White
Graphite Slate

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12” x 12” assembled module.
Including outer B & C parts

Corner Square B

Edge Tile C

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC257B
Bevelled Décor border
(16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC257C
Bevelled Décor corner
(0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted
Décor DC258

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Five products only.

Mirabelle Creme
Graphite Slate
Sky
Blue
Grey

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12” x 12” assembled module.
Including outer B & C parts

Corner Square B

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC258B

Bevelled Décor border
(16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC258C

Bevelled Décor corner
(0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted

Uniquely
**Product Installation Sheet**

**Amtico Décor**

*with Amtico Signature*

**Décor DC259**

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Five products only.

Tan
Graphite Slate
Mirabelle Creme
Blue
Brown

**Tile A**

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12” x 12” assembled module.
Including outer B & C parts

**Corner Square B**

**Edge Tile C**

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

---

**Décor Border DC259B**

Bevelled Décor border
(16 inner diamonds per length)

**Décor Corner DC259C**

Bevelled Décor corner
(0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted.
Décor DC260

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled. Two products only.

Glint Orb
Mink

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as two 9” x 9” assembled modules.

Tile B

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC260B

Bevelled Décor border (6 Blocks per length)
Product Installation Sheet

Décor DC261

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Two products only.

Mirabelle Creme Grey

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as two 9" x 9" assembled modules.

Tile B

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC261B

Bevelled Décor border
(16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC261C

Bevelled Décor corner
(0.375" outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted.
Décor DC262

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Two products only.

Graphite Slate Grey

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as two 9” x 9” assembled modules.

Tile B

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required.

Décor Border DC262B

Bevelled Décor border (16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC262C

Bevelled Décor corner (0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted.